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FRESH TINT FOUNDATIONS

FULL TINT FOUNDATIONS

Tinted with Argan and Coconut, this skin loving, light coverage foundation will even out your skin 
tone, and leave your face feeling fresh and hydrated. Bamboo extract, and bentonite clay help 
prevent irritation, and zinc oxide provides natural sun protection. Sunflower and grapeseed oil keep 
your skin supple and smooth, while not sinking into fine lines.

Directions: Apply all over with hands or a sponge for a light coverage, 
or use a foundation brush for medium coverage.

Elate Full Tint Foundation is a whipped creme foundation with buildable coverage. This foundation 
goes from medium to full with a light feel. Coconut and Argan oil keep the skin soft and supple, 
while zinc oxide offers natural sun protection. 

Directions: use hands for medium coverage, and a foundation brush for full soft coverage. 
Add layers for a more opaque look. 
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Crème Revealer

Veiled Elation LOOSE POWDERS

Embrace your flaws...flawlessly! Elate creme revealer is the skin correcter you have been waiting for. Use for 
concealing under-eye circles, blemishes, scars and anything else you may wish to hide. Conceal and reveal a 
more confident you!  With Organic jojoba, carrot, sea buckthorn and evening primrose oils to nourish the skin, 
and bamboo extract to minimize redness.
 
Directions: Use for under-eye circles, blemishes, scars, pigmentation. 
Apply with a small brush or little finger. Blend, and set with powder.

This amazing loose mineral powder in infused with bamboo extract to reduce 
redness and irritation. It literally transforms your skin! Use Veiled Elation to set your 
liquid foundation, reduce oil and shine, and create the illusion of flawless skin.

Mattify is for all skin types and colours. It is exceptional on oily skin. 

Glowing is for all skin types and colours. It is exceptional on normal to dry skin. 
This product adds a subtle glow to the skin.
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FIXED PRESSED POWDER
Get your ‘fix’ with Elate pressed powder foundation! This matte foundation smooths 
skin texture and evens out skin tone while mattifying and protecting. With bamboo ex-
tract to soothe irritation, and argan and coconut to hydrate, this powder loves your skin.

Application: Use a powder foundation brush for full coverage, swirl the minerals on to your clean and 
moisturized skin. Use a sponge for medium coverage, and a loose powder brush for light coverage 
and for setting creme products. 

Like all Elate products, this pressed powder has minimal packaging to help the planet. 
The envelope it will arrive in is made of seed paper. Please ensure to plant it in your gar-
den to enjoy herbs and wildflowers. Your powder will fit into the Elate Bamboo Powder 
compact, or any other magnetic reusable compact, please help us to eliminate waste. 
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UNIVERSAL CREMES

Flushed PRESSED CHEEK COLOURS

Sweep Elate universal creme over your cheeks for a flush that’s soft, 
dewy and natural. Glides on like a dream and the lemongrass essen-
tial oil makes it a happy dream indeed! Try universal creme on your 
lips, too, for a fresh look that stays all day.

Directions: 
Cheeks: apply directly from the oval container...the shape fits your cheek bone 
perfectly! Blend with fingertips, or use a brush for more diffused colour. 
Lips: apply from end of container to lips, or with lip brush for more precise 
application.

Bronzers:
Elate bronzer brings summer to you, any time. Made with mineral 
pigments, with fruit and vegetable extracts, pressed with organic 
jojoba oil, and bamboo to care for your skin. Apply anywhere you 
wish, for a late August glow. 
  
Directions: Apply to the apple of your cheek with a blush brush. Use darker 
shades under your cheek bone with an angle brush to contour. 
Blend with brush or fingertips.

Like all Elate products, this pressed powder has minimal pack-
aging to help the planet. The envelope it will arrive in is made 
of seed paper. Please ensure to plant it in your garden to enjoy 
herbs and wildflowers. Your powder will fit into the Elate Bamboo 
Powder compact, or any other magnetic reusable compact, 
please help us to eliminate waste. 
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Create Eye Colour
Colour, contour and...create. Elate pressed eye colour will allow you to reveal your inner artist. 
Mineral pigments and bamboo extract pressed with organic jojoba oil.

Directions: Apply to eyelid with shadow brush. Use a soft, rounded brush for contouring in crease. 
For more intense colour, use Elate fresh toning spritz on your brush first, building in layers. 
Create a paste with spritz and shadow to use as an eyeliner, with an angled brush.

Like all Elate products, this pressed powder has minimal packaging to help the planet. The envelope it will arrive in is 
made of seed paper. Please ensure to plant it in your garden to enjoy herbs and wildflowers. Your powder will fit into 
the Elate Bamboo Powder compact, or any other magnetic reusable compact, please help us to eliminate waste. 

The Elate Twinkle Eye Colours are all about glam! Add some sparkle into your life with these sweet little 
pots of colour. Use all over the eye, or as a highlight. Dampen your brush and get glimmer cream, or 
sparkle liquid liner.
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Moisturising Lip Gloss

LIP BALM

Elate Moisturizing Lip Gloss is a treat for your 
lips! Organic coconut oil leaves lips super 
soft and organic castor oil leaves them shiny 
and supple. Formulated with peppermint 
essential oil to cool and refresh. 
Elate glosses add shine and colour to your 
lips without stickiness.
Elate moisturizing lip gloss keeps your lips 
feeling soft, and looking spectacular! Colour 
your lips with a lip gloss not only good for 
you, but good for your community as well! 
The fan favorite shade of Elate Moisturizing 
Lip Gloss will benefit a local charity. 

This lip balm will keep your lips soft 
and supple with all natural vegan 
ingredients! Soft subtle colours that 
will work with all skin tones.
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Sheer Lipstick

CREME Lipstick

Vibrant Lipstick
Lush, colourful, soft and sensuous. 
Elate Vibrant Lipsticks keep your lips 
supple with shea and mango butter, 
and have a lovely natural scent thanks 
to organic vanilla essential oil. 
Brilliant colours with full coverage 
keep your creativity flowing, 
and your smile elated!

Naked

Spirit TantricGrace

Muse

Vivacious

Warrior

Elate Sheer lipsticks keep your lips supple 
with shea and mango butter, and have 
a lovely natural scent thanks to organic 
vanilla essential oil. 
Soft colours with sheer coverage 
keep your lips soft and subtle, 
and your smile elated!

Elate Crème Lipsticks keep your lips 
supple with shea and mango butter, 
and have a lovely natural scent thanks 
to organic vanilla essential oil.



ELATE EYELINE

Essential Mascara
The mascara of your dreams is here! 
Elate essential mascara is gentle for 
the most sensitive eyes, gluten free, 
clean and water resistant. 
The ‘teddy bear’ brush makes 
application a breeze and gives full, 
and longer lashes. 
Available in black.  

The liquid liner of your dreams is here! 
Elate Liquid EyeLine is gentle for the 
most sensitive eyes, gluten free, clean 
and water resistant.

Black



DISPLAY / TOOLS

DISPLAY

The Elate retail display is a functional, design-minded piece sure to start many conversations. A fallen, 
salvaged piece of spalted maple, was carved to house all your elate testers. A mold of the tree was 
made, and your display was cast in recycled cork, for a tactile experience, that is sustainable, and 
beautiful. 

BAMBOO COMPACTS

Unlike most timber, bamboo is a self-regenerating natural resource; new shoots that appear annually 
ensure production after individual culms are harvested. Bamboo is a plant that provides considerable 
environmental benefits.  It is  used for ecological purposes such as soil stabilisation and erosion 
prevention on hill slopes and verges. It is a very important forestry plant which is  harvested from 
existing natural forests,  plantations, and mixed agroforestry systems. Bamboo silviculture is a option 
for conserving and  protecting tropical forests while creating enduring supplies for the wood and 
cellulose industries. 

EYE COLOUR COMPACT 

The Elate bamboo eye colour compact has the space for three eye shadows and a small brush. 
Use and re-use this compact, and help us reduce waste!

POWDER COMPACT

The Elate bamboo powder compact has the space for one powder in the top.
Use and re-use this compact, and help us reduce waste!

MEDIUM COMPACT

PRO COMPACT

Protect and carry your pressed eye colours, pressed blush, and pressed powders with sustainable 
style! The Elate Pro bamboo compact has the space for everything you need! 





Elate MISSION STATEMENT
At Elate Cosmetics, our mission is to care for each other, our communities, and our world. Through healthy
 ingredients, sustainable practices, and wellness minded goals, we strive to build confidence through kindness, and 
allow you to create your own standard of beauty

Elate Philosophy
For many of us, putting on makeup is an automatic act, a routine. At Elate Cosmetics, we believe everyday routine be-
comes ritual when the action is more meaningful than the outcome. It’s about the journey…not the destination.  We 
believe true beauty is in the ritual itself. The small measures of self-care we afford ourselves daily are the seeds of 
self-love we plant to grow more confident, more powerful and more beautiful then we could ever imagine. At Elate 
cosmetics we want to empower all women to make healthy choices and use the best possible products for their 
daily ritual. Products that never compromise your lifestyle or our planet. Products that are cruelty and chemical free, 
vegan and organic. Affordable and sustainable. Products that support women in need, and are kind in every way 
possible. We believe in inspiring confidence through kindness. We delight in the simple pleasures of life. We make 
products you will love.Elate cosmetics won’t compromise your skin, your lifestyle, or the earth. Beautiful colours. 
Skin loving ingredients. Sustainable packaging. Made in Canada, all natural and vegan.Life, Love, Community. Elate

Why Elate?
The word ‘natural’ gets thrown around a lot. That is why at 
Elate, we use the word ‘clean’. Just because something is natural, does not automatically mean it is safe. Lead is a 
naturally occurring earth element, but is poison for humans and animals. Be aware of green washing, and make choic-
es you feel comfortable with. You can be assured that Elate will always use the best possible clean ingredients. To us, 
natural means “from the earth”, and clean means safe for your body and mind. Our ingredients must be derived from 
nature, proven to be safe to be applied to the skin, and whenever possible bring you joy. We have done the research, 
and are committed to using the safest, purest ingredients available to us. At Elate, we love our earth, and our packag-
ing reflects that sentiment. Our reusable containers are made of sustainable bamboo, any cardboard packaging (like 
our powder envelopes) is made of seed paper that you plant in your garden to grow herbs. Our labels are printed 
on Biostone paper, made from rocks. We will continue to source the best possible solutions for our packages. Our 
ultimate goal is to leave only footprints, and lipstick marks.Elate Clean Cosmetics do NOT contain: parabens, form-
aldehyde, petrochemicals, nano/micronized particles, carmine, or synthetic fragrances.

Elate Works!
Melodie says: “For  professional makeup artists, the product HAS to perform. I know that it does, from creative 
photo-shoots, to runway work, magazine editorials. More importantly, I know it works for Carmen’s trip to the coffee 
shop where she shed tears over a sweet song, Lindsay’s rainy engagement photo day, as well as Marie-Eve’s first day in 
a  new, very sweaty city. I am so pleased at the feedback I receive from the best in the business, as well as my everyday 
users. Elate is simple and uncomplicated to apply, and performs fabulously. We have an extensive array of colors to 
suit all skin tones, and personal preferences. All skin types enjoy the light, luminous texture, while problematic skin 
types take advantage of the full, soothing coverage. Essential oils that scent the products uplift and bring joy. 
I hope you like it as much as we do.



Elate Mantra
‘Putting on mascara isn’t going to change the world. But it may change your 
perception of yourself just enough, so you can. Go forth and feel beautiful.’



ELATE COSMETICS
hello@elatebeauty.com
www.elatebeauty.com
Victoria BC, Canada

250.580.8534


